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Thomas Cook collapse leaves hundreds of
thousands stranded and 22,000 workers
facing the axe
Richard Tyler
24 September 2019

   Britain’s largest package holiday operator Thomas Cook
was placed in compulsory liquidation in the early hours of
Monday morning after failing to secure funding to keep the
firm going. The consequences have been immediate and
massive.
    The Financial Times described the collapse as spreading
“chaos through the international travel industry.”
   The overnight collapse has left hundreds of thousands of
holidaymakers, and those who had purchased flights,
stranded overseas. The UK government has been forced to
implement an emergency repatriation operation, the largest
in peacetime, to bring back the 150,000 UK-based
individuals from 55 airports. The 800,000 future bookings
with Thomas Cook have all been cancelled.
   TV news reports have shown angry tourists all around the
globe who were left in the dark till the very last minute, not
knowing if they would have a flight home, and tearful
members of staff who have lost their jobs.
   The company’s demise will see the loss of all 21,000 jobs
of those directly employed, with tens of thousands more in
overseas resorts put at risk as many local businesses are
unlikely to see the bills incurred by Thomas Cook being
paid.
   The knock-on effect of the company failure will be
enormous, as it is very doubtful that “minor” creditors, such
as 1,000 smaller foreign hotel companies in Europe said to
be “largely dependent” on Thomas Cook, will get any
money back. In Tunisia alone, the company owes hotels £53
million for stays in July and August—with staff employed on
considerably lower wages compared to their European
counterparts—facing the prospect of no pay cheque for
months to come, or jobs going altogether if hotels close.
   There are 150,000 UK-based tourists whose return flights
with Thomas Cook have been cancelled and some 350,000
non-UK nationals stranded on its holiday packages abroad.
Some 50,000 holidaymakers are stranded in Greece alone,
with the head of Crete’s union of tour operators Michalis

Vlatakis likening the collapse of Thomas Cook to a
“7-magnitude earthquake,” saying the local tourism sector
was now “waiting for the tsunami.” Some 140,000 German
travellers are affected, and local subsidiaries have stopped
selling holidays. The Turkish Hoteliers Federation warned
that the impact could be devastating for those hotels
contracting solely with Thomas Cook. In Spain, thousands
of jobs are at stake in popular holiday destinations such as
the Canary Islands and Balearics.
   The fact that the Thomas Cook Group—which includes
some 26 associated companies—has been placed into
liquidation means that there will be no rescue—as the
liquidators seek to sell off the company’s assets to meet its
debts. As well as unpaid bills for those currently on holiday,
and fuel and airport charges, the company was servicing
£1.7 billion in unsustainable debt it took on through a series
of mergers and acquisitions in previous years.
   The UK government refused a last-minute appeal to
provide just £150 million to enable the company, which had
revenues of £9.5 billion in 2018 and assets of £2.1 billion, to
continue operating. The funding asked for is far less than the
cost of repatriation, with the UK operation alone estimated
at £600 million in public funds, even before the human cost
of such massive job losses is taken into account.
   Conservative Prime Minister Boris Johnson opposed using
state funds to enable the company to continue trading,
saying this would create a “moral hazard” for other
companies who might also seek funding. Such a “moral
hazard” was never posed when it came to a Labour
government, backed by the Tories, bailing out the banks to
the tune of around a trillion pounds in public funds
following the 2008 crisis.
   The crisis at Thomas Cook was exacerbated when its
lenders, including Royal Bank of Scotland—which was taken
into public ownership at vast public expense after the 2008
crash—suddenly demanded the company increase its cash
holdings to keep it going through the quieter winter period.
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   Thomas Cook employed 21,000 worldwide, with 9,000
jobs now gone in the UK, including 1,000 at its
Peterborough headquarters. Nearly one third of the UK
workforce were based at Manchester Airport—home to the
Thomas Cook Airlines fleet of 34 aircraft. The company also
owned Thomas Cook Airlines Balearics, Thomas Cook
Airlines Scandinavia and Condor, based in Germany. In
total, it operated a fleet of 105 aircraft this summer.
   The liquidators waited until the dead of night before
announcing the company’s closure to be sure they could
impound as many of its aircraft as possible while on the
ground. All 600 high street holiday shops in Britain have
been closed.
   While UK employees will receive only minimal state
redundancy payments, many of those based overseas will
likely receive nothing. The company’s UK retirement
obligations amounting to £1.6 billion will be transferred to
the state-run Pension Protection Fund (PPF). Under PPF
regulations, those under retirement age suffer a 10 percent
cut to their pensions, subject to a cap that means they are
only guaranteed 50 percent of their entitlement.
   While UK-based holidaymakers who booked packages
may receive compensation under the industry’s insurance
scheme, this will not apply to those who have only booked
flights. Moreover, many of those based abroad who
purchased holidays will not receive a penny. It is estimated
there are 150,000 Thomas Cook customers in Germany who
have paid for holidays they will now no longer be able to
take. Since the German insurance scheme caps the total
compensation at €110 million, this falls far short of the
estimated €300-€400 million customers have already paid
out for their holidays.
   The company, founded in 1841 and said to be the world’s
oldest travel operator, developed the concept of the
“package holiday,” arranging travel, accommodation and
sightseeing for a single price. The structure of the holiday
and travel sector, which accounts for 10.5 percent of global
GDP, is subject to constant change that industry experts said
Thomas Cook failed to keep up with.
   The rise of the low-cost airlines such as Ryanair that can
offer cheap flights means the relative advantage holiday
package operators enjoyed through bulk purchasing has been
heavily eroded. Similarly, travellers can now seek out
cheaper accommodation deals online. Moreover, its
extensive shop presence on the high street meant Thomas
Cook had high overheads not incurred by online
competitors.
   Another major factor impacting the travel industry, and
UK-based firms like Thomas Cook in particular, is the
continued uncertainty about Brexit, which has seen the value
of the pound pushed down by some 20 percent. According to

billionaire Richard Branson, whose companies also provide
air travel and holidays, “All of the travel industry costs are
in dollars—for example fuel maintenance and airplane
leasing. With the weaker pound, the cost of everything has
skyrocketed. For Thomas Cook, this has proved terminal.”
   The number of travel company failures is escalating. In
2017, British-based Monarch Airlines collapsed suddenly,
leaving 110,000 travellers facing days of chaos and 300,000
future bookings cancelled. The 2,750 Monarch employees
lost their jobs, most of them in the UK. The same year also
saw the failure of Italian national airline Alitalia and
Germany’s second largest airline, Air Berlin.
   In 2018, the Lithuania-based owners of the Small Planet
Group of airlines announced it was seeking bankruptcy
protection and closed its German, Cambodian and Polish
operations.
   In January of this year, Norwegian Air Shuttle announced
closure of its bases in Rome, Italy, Grand Canary, Palma de
Mallorca and Tenerife (all in Spain) and Providence and
Stewart (US). In March, Icelandic budget airline Wow Air
ceased operations without warning, leaving 4,000 passengers
stranded. France’s second largest airline Aigle Azur
declared bankruptcy in early September, stranding thousands
of passengers. French budget operator XL Airways has
suspended ticket sales, citing “financial difficulties.
   The failure of Thomas Cook exemplifies the parasitic anti-
social nature of the capitalist system. While tens of
thousands of workers and those dependent upon it will pay
through their lost jobs and incomes, those running the
company into the ground were rewarded richly. Company
CEO Peter Fankhauser has pocketed more than £8 million
since taking the top job in 2014, with senior executives
taking home more than £20 million over the past five years.
   As Thomas Cook was in the throes of collapse, the
vultures were circling. Some hedge funds engaged in a
massive “shorting” operation, effectively betting on the
company’s share price falling and earning themselves
millions. Those involved included Whitebox Advisors, one
of the firms that also made a killing by betting against the
US sub-prime mortgage market before the financial crisis.
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